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An Extension of the  Best Linear Controller to  a 
Polynomial Controller for Non-Gaussian 
Disturbances 
RAPHAEL SIVAN' 
The problem of finding the optimal co~ztroller (or o p t i m ~ l  esti- 
mator), in the mu?z square sense for linear systems which are dis- 
turbed by Gaussian additive noise is, by now, a completely solved 
problem [l], 121. In  fact,  the  optimal  controller  turns  out  to  be a linear 
function of the observations. 
In  the case that  the  disturbances  are not Gaussian, we can  still 
derive  the  best linear coltlroller, which, however, will not neces- 
sarilyz be optimal. For this non-Gaussian case we shall extend the 
best  linear  controller to a polyztonzial controller. Hoxx-ever, while the 
construction of the  best  linear  controller  requires only the knowledge 
of the first and second moments of all random  disturbances,  the con- 
struction of the 72th order polynomial controller  requires  the  knonl- 
edge of (and utilizes!) the first 2n moments. 
A REVIEW OF THE BEST LISEAR COSTROLLER 
Let a dynamical system S and a nzeasurinng dabice 211 be  character- 
ized by  the folloa.ing equations 
S :  Xn+l = axn + 17, + V n  (1) 
x :  I-" = x, + R'" (2) 
where X, is the state at time n, C. is the i z p u t  and 1, is the obsert~aabb 
output; ( V n ) : = o  and ( i - 0  are  two  sequences of indepe~dent  
random  zwiables which are also independent of one  another. Essen- 
tially, ( V"};=O is the disturbance to the system S, while { IYn)z=o 
is the  disturbance  to  the  measuring  device X .  S o .  the initial state is 
also a random  mriable which is independent of 1 T',,);=o and of 
For simplicity, we shall assume that (1) and ( 2 )  are scalar equa- 
tions; that T,';i=O, . . . , B a r e  zero mean, equnlly distributed, ran- 
dom variables with finite \-ariance; likenise, TT;i=O, 1, . . . , X are 
zero mean equally distributed, random variables with finite variance. 
\\-e also  assume So is zero mean  and  has finite variance. 
The  dynamical  svstem S evolves as follows: a t  time j the  system 
is at   state Si. \Ye, hoxever,  cannot  measure S , ,  but  only 1-j. Based 
upon I-j, and  upon  the  previous  measurements 1-0, . . . , 1-j-1, an in- 
put L;( I-o, . . . , 1;) is applied to  the  system S. This  input,  together 
n-ith the  disturbance l,'j, control  the  system to  the new state X,+I  a t  
time j + l .  The  procedure is repeated  for j = O ,  1, . . . , S .  
I t  is well known that Ti, the  best  estimate of X i ,  given 1'0, . . . , 
I;, in the sense that 
{ I I - " ) L o .  
E{(-Y; - Fi)zl 1'0, . . . , 1;) 
is minimized, is the  conditional  expectation, i.e., 
- 
= E { x ; I  y o , .  . , ~ i )  j = 0, 1, , 1'. 
hIoreover, it can be shown that E?*( YO, . . . , Yj) ,  the optimal 
input at time j ,  given Yo, . . . , YJ in  the  sense  that 
E XiZ(X0, .Yo ,  . * * , Uj-1, Y o ,  * . . , T'i-1) 1 (3) j .:Tl 
is minimized, is 
uj* = - ay. J j = O , l , * . . , X .  ( 4  
For the special case that V i ,  Ti'; i = O ,  1, . * . , L V  and SO are  all 
Gazrssian random 1-ariables,  explicit formulas  can  be  obtained  for x, 
and Cri*, namely 
- 
xj = 712 2 ;xj 
mz;x, + nZ?;w j = O , .  u (3 - 
Ci* = - aXj 
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where we  use the following notation 
nzk;xj = E { X j  - E ( X j ) J k  j = 0, 1, . . , X k = 2, 3, . - . (6)  
and a similar  notation for v and ZL'. 
Further, m ? ; - ~ ; .  can  be  computed  by using the  recurrence  relation 
Kote  that (7)  holds only if the controls ro, . . . , l-s, which are 
applied  to  the  system,  are  the  optimal  ones, i e . ,  are  chosen  according 
to (5) .  
The main  feature of the  solutions for 7, and G;* ( 5 )  is that  only 
the first two moments of the random variables have to be taken 
into  account. 
-At first sight it might seem strange that in computing in (5)  
we  use m2.x;. the unconditional second central moment, and not 
E { ( X i - r j ) * ,  YO, . . . , I;], the conditiozal second central mo- 
ment; namely that we do not make use of the fact that at time 
j ,  the outputs . . . , 1;. are already known. X simple calculation, 
however, will show that for the  Gaussian  case  the  conditional  and  the 
unconditional second central moment are the same, i.e., 
Finally we remark  that  the  solution ro the  problem of finding the 
best linear estimate  and  best Zitzeal control for the  case  where  the 
random  variables are  not necessarily Gaussian  is  the  same as given 
by (5)-( 7), except that  now 
1) does not stand for the conditional expectation, but for the 
2)  Eq. (8) is not satisfied now. In fact, although it might be 
advantageous  to use the  conditional second central  moments, 
we must use m p . s j  since the  conditional  moments will lead to 
nonlinear  controllers. 
However, we might not be satisfied with  the  best linear control- 
ler  for this  non-Gaussian case.  -1ssuming that more  statistical infor- 
mation  than  merely  the first and second moments is available, how 
can we find a better  approximation  (necessarily a nonlinear  one) to 
the  optimal  controller  than  the  best  linear  controller?  The  answer to 
this  question is attempted in the  next section. 
nzinimzon e.ariunce linear  estimate. 
THE POLYSOMIAL COSTROLLER 
Let us assume  that  not  only  the t z o  first moments,  but  all four  
first moments of all random variables are known. The question is 
how to  make use of this  additional  information  in  order  to  improve 
the  best  linear  controller. 
-A natural  extension of the  best  linear  controller  (for  the  system 
(I) ,  (2 )  and  the  cost (3) )  would be a controller of the  form 
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where 
do = (nzz:x, +tn?;ao)(m4;x, +6m:x m ; w ,  + m 4 ; a , )  
- ( m ; x ,  + * 7 3 : ~ , ) ~  - ( m ; x ,  f * Z Z ; W ~ ) ~ .  ( 1 4  
Note  that a ~ ,  bo and G O  depend  only  upon  the first four  moments 
of X0 and 1.i-0, so that  the knowledge of all higher moments is not 
necessary. 
The second control will be found in a similar fashion as LTo*, 
namely,  by  formulas  similar  to (9)-( l i ) ,  except that  X r  and TTeo  are 
replaced bl- X I  and IT-]. Namely, ne denote 
LTl* = - ax1 (15) 
where 
21 = a l ( I ' ~  - nzl)? + b l ( I - 1  - 1121) + c1. (16) 
However,  in  order  to solve for a ] ,  bl and cl, the  four first moments of 
S 1  will have to be computed. \\-e start now to compute these mo- 
ments. B>- (1) and (9) 
x 1  = a x 0  - a.1-o + T.'o (If) 
so that 
llzl = E ( s ~ }  = ~ E ( x ~ }  - a E ( Z o }  + E(T / , }  
- am0 - oao(~m;xo + m ? ; ~ r , )  - ax0 = 0. (18) 
3 ext 
ttzp:x, = $E { s o  - x0} 2 + m p ; p o  (19) 
ma;xo = o 3 ~ ( ~ ~  - x O } ~  +nz3;r, (20) 
m4;xl = Q ' L { S ~  - + 6aZE(Xo - S o } 2 n z ~ , ~ ,  +nfd;r,. (21) 
By inserting  these  moments  into (11)-( 14), instead of the  moments 
of .Yo, we  would be  able  to  solve  for  the  constants al, bland GI; hox- 
ever,  here \\-e encounter a difficulty which distinguishes  the  present 
problem from the linear approximation problem dealt with above. 
The difficulty is that  in order  to  compute m.c:x, we  shall  have  to  know 
the 2k first  moments of SO. Further, in order t o  compute WZ~.A-? the 
4k first moments of X 0  will have to be known; and so on.  Thus a 
straightforward application of the above presented method would 
not  be possible unless  all  the  moments of X. were known.  Moreover, 
even if all  the  momenrs  were  known, we would not  be satisfied with 
that  method, since at every  step  it would require that we perform  a 
different  operation  upon  the  obserl-ations,  whereas we are looking for 
an  algorithm n-hich can  be expressed as a relatively simple, time- 
invariant  recurrence  relation,  where all quantities at the K+lth 
step  depend  onll- upon the  quantities  at  the Kth step. 
\\-e propose the following method to ox-ercome this dificulty: 
we shall  replace X 0  b>-  a  random  variable ZO, where ZO is chosen so 
that  
1) E { Z o }  =WZo 
2 )  m i , z o = m i : ~ o  i = 2 ,  3 ,  4 
3 )  the probability density function of Zo belongs to some four 
parameter family of density functions.3 
Having chosen such a family of densir>- functions,  all  the  moments of 
Z o  can be  computed,  and  it is with these  moments  that we shall ap- 
proximate m l ,  wzz:xl, nr3:x1 and 1 ) 2 . 4 : ~ ~ . ~  This  completes  the  computa- 
tion of lTl*. In order  to find C?*, we shall have,  again,  to replace X 1  
by Z1, where Z I  is a random x-ariable such that  its  four first moments 
are identical t o  those of X I  (which xvere computed approximately, 
using ZQ). \\-e also require that 2 1  be a random variable whose 
density belongs to  the  same  four  parameter  family  as ZO. This  as- 
sumption allows us to get  approximate  values for the higher moments 
of X I ,  and  thus  compute 17n* using ( S F (  11). 
This process of approximating  the  random  variable Xi, of which 
only the first four moments are known, by a random x-ariable Zi, 
8 An example of such a family is presented in the ADpendix. This particular 
family  reduces to  the Gaussian  family  in  the case that mt:X'  =O and mcx. = 3 m ? : ~ . .  
Thus  it is expected that for nearly Gaussian random variable: it will serve a's a r e a d -  
able  approximation. 
4 Actually.  the  values  iound ior nzl and for mz;X1 turn  out  to be the  exact ones. 
which has a certain fixed density  function  except  for  four  adjustable 
parameters, will be repeated a t  every step. These four free param- 
eters will be  adjusted so that  the first four  moments of X j  and of Zj 
are  the  same.  After  adjusting  these  four  parameters,  the  density  func- 
tion is completely defined, and  thus  the  next  four  moments of Zj can 
be computed. 
Finally, we arrive at equations of the following form : 
mzk++, = K(nzzk, mz;zg;m3;zL, m:zk,  I'k2 + L(mzk, ?n2:zk, tn3;zk,~m;zp) I; 
+ .tf(tnzk, m z ; z k ,  rn3;zkr mi;z,) (22) 
mi.ztT, = .Vi(ttzzp, tn2:zk, m;zk ,   m;z , j )  i = 2,  3 ,  4 (23)  
where 
mzli = E { 2,) 
tni.,zk = E(Zk - E(&)] i = 2, 3, 4. 
The functions K, L,  11f and IT; will depend upon the specific four 
parameter  density  function chosen. 
L-sing the  approximate  moments ~ 2 i . z ~  (instead of the  exact  ones 
r n i i s j )  in (9)-( 14) will allow us  to  get  an  approximation  to  the  opti- 
mal  control. 
COSCLCSION 
The polynomial controller just presented is an extension of the 
best  linear  controller, in the sense that  in the  case  that  all  random 
variables  are  Gaussian,  the  controller  reduces to  the  best  linear con- 
troller  (provided  the  four  parameter  family of density  function 
reduces to  the  Gaussian  distribution). 
In case that  the  random  variables  are  non-Gaussian  and  some of 
their higher order moments are known, this polynomial controller 
will make use of these  moments  to  improve  upon  the  best  linear con- 
troller. 
APPEXDIS 
In  the ,Appendix we present an example of a four  parameter  family 
of density functions which reduce in a  special  case  to  the  Gaussian 
density.  This  family is called the  Pearson  system [-I]. 
Let p ( s )  be  the  solution of the differential  equation 
The  constant of integration can be chosen so that p ( x ) ,  which is a 
four parameter positive function, will be a probability density. In 
the special  case that b=c=O, p will be  the  Gaussian  density. 
Let X be a random variable whose four first moments  are mx, 
w z ; x ,  m3,x. m;;g. If X is a random variable xvhose density belongs 
to  the Pearson  family,  then  the  parameters  are  given  by 
where 
a 3 = - ,  6 =  f n 3 ; x  - 6 - 3a3? m4;x 
( n z ~ . x ) ~ ~ ~  0 4  + 3 tn2;x2 , ah=- 
The  higher  moments of X can  be  computed  by  the following recur- 
rence  relation: 
a"+l = 
mnan - (1 - 3 C ) n a n - l  
c(. + 2) - 1 
where 
?IZln:X an=-. 
(m2;x)"'~ 
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